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Abstract 
In this study filed survey led us to the discovery of a cave which latter named as “Tuzhal” or “Aso” in Sardasht, 
northwest of Iran. In fact, a hole as wide as 20 cm was the only entrance of the cave appeared from outside. The entrance 
was carved and a team including three persons entered the cave in order to evaluate its dimensions. The discovery of 
unknown parts was then started. Further geomorphological survey in the area revealed more holes distributed as far as 
5km around the original hole which are suspicious to be avens of the same cave. The evidence proved that there is a 
junction between this cave and avens. Further caving by professionals is needed to recognize all parts of the cave. 
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1. Introduction 
Humans have used caves as a safe shelter. Shanadar cave in Kurdistan (Iraq) has a historic background 
that seems to be primitive residential areas during Neanderthal age [1]. 
Caves classification was first performed by Bogli [2] and White [3]. Gillison [1] classified the caves 
based on geology, geomorphology, hydrology, biology, archeology, culture, and geography into six major 
groups. 
Davis in 1930 used the ideas of Vijik in 1893 and Grant in 1903. He propounded a theory under pretence 
“deep phreatic” about pit formation in deep saturated region. Swinnerton in 1932, Rhoades and Sinacori 
propounded the theory under title “shallow phreatic pits” [3]. 
A cave near Tuzhal village in Sardasht city was first explored. Two new avens were then explored within 
five kilometers. The area climate is moderate mountain and cold mountain. Based on Koppen's climatic 
classification the climate of the area is Mediterranean to mountain climate [4]. 
In this study it is assumed that morphologic changes in triple avens (Tuzhal or Aso, Ako or Galo and 
Saeed or Doolane) relate to lithologic and morphogenesis factors and the Aso aven in Tuzhal has a tectonic - 
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calcareous structure. 
2. Methodology 
We noticed a small aven (the Tuzhal or Aso) in the south of Tuzhal village in Sardasht city. The reason 
why the hole was very small we only took a few pictures of the hole and its surrounding limestone plateau. 
In late march 2007 after studying topographic and geologic maps and performing field study and after 
primitive excavations it became clear that the hole was extremity part of an aven (Fig. 1). 
The location of the Aso (Tuzhal) aven on topographic and geologic maps was marked. The external 
diameter of pit hole at first was as wide as 20 centimeters. The entrance widened to the extent that a man 
could enter the cave (Fig. 2). 
Fig. 1. The Tuzhal or Aso hole after primitive excavation  Fig. 2. Widening process on the Aso (Tuzhal) aven in the depth 7 meters 
Fig. 3. The map of the study area 
A three member team entered the cave to evaluate the primitive morphology. Geologic studies were then 
conducted. During field studies two other avens were explored. The studied avens are in Tuzhal and Galo 
villages, Sardasht city in northwest of Iran (Fig. 1). 
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The access to those avens is via Sardasht –Piranshahr road. The Ako aven is located in southwest of Galo 
village and the Saeed aven is placed on west part of this village on the road between Galo and Silktan 
villages (Fig. 4). 
3. Geology and geomorphology of  the study area 
The Study area consists of mountain in basins of the Zab river in northwest of Iran, that mostly covers its 
western slope[5]. In fact western slopes of the Zab valley in Sardasht, two sub-basins (Banaveh & 
Gorangan) are the scopes of this research (Fig. 4). 
High mountains spread along western borders. The platform slopes join western mountains to thalweg 
line of the Zab river [6]. 
In western mountains the maximum height is 2237 meters, while the maximum differences in height is 
1242 meters. The height differences are very obvious [7]. The length of slopes as long as eight kilometers. 
Fig. 4. The location map of the aven of caves and access roads 
Slope forms are different. Some slopes are very long and they join the ridge lines to the Zab river. Along 
the slopes there are many fractures in dips [8]. 
In aspect of tectonic since the region is located in major Zagros thrust direction and also it is locate on the 
active Sanandaj - Sirjan zone, and its east and eastern north parts locate in the Mahabad- Khoy zone. This 
zone is quite susceptible to landslide due to its climatic conditions, geology, geomorphologic characteristics 
and human activities [9]. 
Irrespective of high eastern ridgelines in geological viewpoint, the region does not present much 
diversity. The majority of metamorphism belongs to marble and phyllite stones. Limestone and andesite are 
in the next rank. The faults are the main causes of pit formation. The region morphology strongly affected by 
tectonic forces. 
4. Results  
During the inspection of land structure and its role in stone change, karstic landforms are witnesses in 
present and past transitions. Based on lithologic map of the area, the marble and limestone that are 
susceptible to make karstic landforms are in the southeast and northwest areas. The most important karstic 
landforms are rillen karens. They have different cracks on lime stones. Some long and short edges has 
remained between them that appears as a regular straight or curved networks exactly in direction of 
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curvature.
Linear karens in the field appear in different types such as eroded forms, parallel, wall-mounted and 
checkered. They can be found in the western mountains. 
Avens are exposed to karstic erosion. The existence of vauclusien springs at the site are good evidences 
for even larger holes. Some of the karstic landforms in caves in the study area are cave stones, stalactites, 
stalagmites, pearls of cave, flowstones and moon milks. Cave stones are the proof for lime solutions in triple 
caves. Their signs are: 
4.1. Stalactites 
The water containing calcium bicarbonate penetrates into the roof cracks of caves [10]. The result is the 
sedimentation and repeating this process leads to create beautiful landforms on the cave roofs (Fig. 5). 
Fig. 5. Stalactite in the Aso aven                                               Fig. 6. Stalagmite 15 meters deep in the Saeed cave 
4.2. Stalagmites 
Stalagmites can be found on the floor of the Tuzhal, Aso, and Saeed avens. Stalagmite shapes are 
perpendicular, cauliflower, grapes bunch, elephant ear, etc (Fig. 6). 
4.3. Pearls  of Cave 
It consists of sand and grit particles covered by lime. They have different dimensions. They can be 
observed at the Aso or Tuzhal caves (Fig. 7). 
Fig. 7. Pearl cave and cauliflower landforms 20 meters deep in the Aso cave Fig. 8. Flowstone expansion 40 meters deep in the Saeed
cave
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4.4. Flowstones
When water reaches to steep wall of the rocks, the result is a beautiful lime forms. This phenomenon has 
formed many beautiful Figures in the Saeed aven. The flowstones appear mostly as transparent undulant 
curtains and waterfalls (Fig. 8). 
Fig. 9. The map of Aso (Tuzhal) cave 
4.5. Moon milks 
It is a soft powder object that settles on the walls and roofs of a cave. They are the results of bacteria 
reactions. 
Some of the structural and macrokarstic landforms in the area Caves are passage ways, corridors, halls, 
tomb-crypts, circular sinks. In triple caves some areas have been inspected as follows: 
Passage ways: Passage ways have been observed in the Aso (Tuzhal) and the Ako Caves. 
Corridors: They are tunnels as wide as a human size. The height is to some extent that standing man 
might walk through it. Corridor has been observed in the Aso (Tuzhal) cave.
Halls: Hall is a spacious area with high roofs. The most important hall in the Aso cave has named Dive 
Khan. Its length is more than 20 meters, while the average width is three meters. The average height is 
estimated from three to ten meters (Fig. 9). 
Tomb-crypts: Tomb-crypts have been observed in the Aso (Tuzhal) caves. In that cave a few tomb-crypts 
have been observed in 12 meters depth.  
Circular sinks: There are two circular sinks at the floor of Divehkhan hall. One of them is at least three 
meters deep. Passing through it is still impossible and the end is still unknown (Fig. 9). 
5. Conclusion 
It seems that the Aso (Tuzhal) caves had been formed by earthquake or similar earth formations. It means 
that some fault fissures had been made in the mountain and penetrating water has formed stalactite, 
stalagmite, and other limestone landforms. In this cave the environmental stones have not been arranged 
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firmly, they crash at every moment. Effective factors in cave formation are tectonic, lithilogic ones, neo 
volcanic activity and lime solubility.  
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